COVALENT BOND PRACTICE WORKSHEET pdf
1: Ionic And Covalent Bonds Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
Bonding Basics - Covalent Bonds Answer Key/Teacher Notes Complete the chart for each element. Follow your
teacher's directions to complete each covalent bond.

Define ions as atoms that have acquired an electrical charge by either gaining or losing electrons. Tell students
that a neutral atom has a number of electrons equal to the number of protons e. Have them write down the
definitions of ion and neutral atom. Have them recall the Lewis dot structure for sodium from the worksheet ,
and ask how many valence electrons it has. Chlorine will take the electron and leave sodium with the noble
gas configuration. Have students copy the following notes; explain the diagrams as you present them. Point
out that the metal is listed first, and then the nonmetal. If needed, review how to use the octet rule to find the
ionic charge for atoms of various elements from Day 1. Have students practice by drawing Lewis dot
structures to show how a bond forms between Li and F. Explain that atoms will follow the octet rule when
they form bonds, so that their valence shells are full. It may require several atoms to fulfill the octet rule. Have
them complete the worksheet individually or in pairs, and then go over the answers with the class. Have
students copy the diagrams into their notes. Covalent Bonding Remind students that covalent bonding occurs
between two nonmetals. In covalent bonding, electrons are shared instead of transferred. Covalent bonding
follows the octet rule like ionic bonding does. Show students the covalent bonding between hydrogen and
fluorine using the diagrams below. Explain the electron shell diagram and the Lewis dot structure as you draw
them on the board and have students copy them into their notes. Guide students through the worksheet
examples, and have them complete the problems. Go over the answers with the class. If necessary, provide
more examples of multiple bonds, such as Br2 and O2. Have students copy the following guidelines for
drawing Lewis dot structures into their notes: Count the total number of valence electrons. Draw a skeleton of
the molecule just the atomic symbols. Draw the bonds; each bond is made up of two electrons. Draw in the
remaining electrons. Check the octet rule for each atom. If needed, make double or triple bonds to fulfill the
octet rule. Have students complete the worksheet before beginning the lab. Explain to students that they will
demonstrate their understanding of ionic and covalent bonds by creating models of them. Divide students into
pairs, and give each pair a bag containing the gumdrops and bamboo skewer pieces. Use the sample bag of
materials to explain the purpose of the different materials by creating a model of sodium chloride NaCl as an
example. Each large gumdrop represents the nucleus of an atom. The small gumdrops represent electrons.
Students should note that there are two colors of gumdrops, and each atom to be created should use one color;
for example, if creating sodium chloride, the electrons in the sodium atom should be one color and the
electrons in the chlorine atom should be the other color. The different lengths of bamboo skewers will help
students create the different energy levels of electrons. Have each pair of students draw a slip of paper from
the bag containing simple ionic bonds, and draw a slip from the bag containing simple covalent bonds.
Students should use the materials in their bags to create models of the ionic and covalent bonds they have
selected. Tell students that depending on the bonds they are creating, they may not use all of the materials.
When pairs finish a model, have them raise their hands to notify you that they are ready for you to check the
model. Once you approve a model, the pair should tape the slip of paper with the type of bond to one of the
skewers. If time permits, these slips can be removed and students can use their knowledge of the elements to
determine what molecules and types of bonds are being represented. To close the lesson, have each student
diagram three-dimensional models of ionic and covalent bonds, labeling each atom and the type of molecule
that is shown. Students who might need an opportunity for additional learning can color-code the electrons
from different elements in a compound. For example, in H2O, the hydrogen electrons may be black and the
oxygen electrons may be red. It may be helpful to have students manipulate coins or other objects to represent
the sharing or transfer of electrons in ionic and covalent bonding. Provide students with additional examples
of ionic and covalent bonding, and allow extra time for reviewing the practice problems step-by-step. Then
have them write a paragraph to summarize the article. During the lab, students who may be going beyond the
standards can create models of more complex molecules, such as O3 ozone , Al2O3 aluminum oxide , or
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H2SO4 sulfuric acid. Related Instructional Videos Note: Video playback may not work on all devices.
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2: Covalent Bonding Worksheets - Teacher Worksheets
Naming Covalent Compounds Solutions Write the formulas for the following covalent compounds: 1) antimony
tribromide SbBr3 2) hexaboron silicide B6Si 3) chlorine dioxide ClO2 4) hydrogen iodide HI.

Bonding With Your Students 1 minutes The video clip provides an introduction and rationale for this lesson
reviewing types of chemical bonds. The students currently enrolled in my Biology College Prep class have
already been introduced to this content in their 8th grade Physical Science classes, so I use this lesson as a
review of their extensive study last year. If your students have not had this content before, I suggest splitting
up the content over two days with Ionic Bonds on the first day and Covalent Bonds on the second. Another
strategy to reinforce this concept is to use pre-made or teacher-made manipulatives for students to use in an
effort to visual the movement of electrons to form these types of bonds, thus forming new compounds through
chemical reactions. Hook - Bonds Are Everywhere 5 minutes Students will watch this video clip and then
create a Venn diagram to compare and contrast ionic and covalent bonds. Students will share their responses
with their neighbor. As a check for understanding, each group will give a summary statement to the class
explaining either the similarities or differences between ionic and covalent bonds. A point of emphasis should
be that ionic bonds form between one nonmetal element and one metal element while covalent bonds from
between two nonmetal elements. Student Work - Types of Bonds Comparison. By conceptualizing the number
of valence electrons in an atom, students are able to predict which elements can create chemical bonds to
complete the outer energy level using the octet rule to make the molecule chemical stable. The students will be
referred to models of the atomic structure, the types of bonds, and the periodic table throughout the lesson.
Students are encouraged to take their notes in any format that supports their study habits and makes it easier to
review. Sharing Is Caring 10 minutes Lesson Reflection: Hit Or Miss Mastery! Students will work with their
neighbor to complete the Covalent Bonding Practice Worksheet. Experience proves that students have a more
difficult time conceptualizing the model of single, double, and triple covalent bonds so it is recommended to
have the students work in pairs to gain confidence through collaboration. Remind students that covalent bonds
only occur between two non-metals! Remind students to complete each sample problem with these steps:
Write the chemical symbol for each element in the sample problem leave enough space! Diagram the number
of valence electrons filling in one on each side of the imaginary square around the chemical symbol. Once
there are four electrons filled in, continue to pair up the electrons. Any unpaired electrons have the potential to
participate in the chemical bond. Identify any remaining unpaired electrons on all atoms in the sample
problem. Determine how many bonds will be needed to complete the octet for each atom. Draw in the bonds
on your models and determine if each atom has the equivalent of eight electrons in either paired or bonded
valence electrons. Once the students get the hang of the process, sample covalent bonds seem like a riddle
trying to pair up the electrons to make the chemical compound stable and the valence shells full. This type of
error seems common with 9th grade students and is attributed to a lack of concentration and attention because
the student really had mastered the content! Please view the Lesson Reflection for more insight regarding
student mastery of this concept!
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3: Ionic And Covalent Bonding Worksheets - Printable Worksheets
Students will work with their neighbor to complete the Covalent Bonding Practice Worksheet. Experience proves that
students have a more difficult time conceptualizing the model of single, double, and triple covalent bonds so it is
recommended to have the students work in pairs to gain confidence through collaboration.

Covalent and Ionic Compounds This is a pretty length chapter that goes into the specifics of how elements
bond with each other. Included are aspects of both ionic bonding and covalent bonding. Most of the time is
spent on covalent bonding, with more advanced topics such as molecular geometry. Chemical Bonding
Powerpoint Lecture Purpose: This is a very brief Powerpoint lecture that outlines some of the key differences
between metallic bonds and ionic bonds. Metallic bonding, ionic bonding, ionization energy, electronegativity,
alloys, crystal lattice, dissociation, solubility. This is a fill-in-the-blank style notes outline for students to
complete as you complete the accompanying Powerpoint lecture. Each slide has a set of questions,
fill-in-the-blanks, or tables that students fill in based on the information given. This is a good aid for students
who struggle with taking notes freehand. All of the modules on Chemthink are well done, but I think this is the
chapter where they really are the most useful. There are at least three modules that you can easily incorporate
into this unit -- one on ionic bonding, one on covalent bonding, and one on molecular geometry. There are
even modules reviewing ionic and covalent nomenclature if the kids need a refresher. I have written a series of
worksheets to follow the Chemthink tutorials so that the kids slow down and think through them a little more.
Ions, ionic bonding, cations, anions, crystal lattice, covalent bonding,electronegativity, molecular geometry. In
this episode of the Mythbusters, they test to see whether a person could really electrocute themselves by
dropping an appliance such as a hairdryer in the bathtub. This is a good segment to show during this unit
because you can incorporate concepts from ioinc bonding e. They do a few additional tests at the end that
show an increase on conductivity when epson salt magnesium sulfate is added to the tub, and a decrease in
conductivity when bubble bath is added. Ions, salts, ionic bonding, electricity, conduction, dissociation. In this
episode of the Mythbusters, they test to see whether a person can electrocute themselves by peeing on an
electrified section of train rail. This covers a lot of similar ground to the bathtub electrocution episode, so I
often show them back-to-back. In this episode however, the myth is busted. Although urine does transmit
electricity, the stream breaks up too much to allow a current to pass through. The type of chemical bond
formed between two elements largely depends on their electronegativity difference. If a little or no
electronegativity difference is present, the elements will form a nonpolar covalent bond and share electrons. If
a larger electronegativity difference is present, the elements will either form a polar covalent bond or ionic
bond. Electronegativity difference, ionic bond, polar covalent bond, nonpolar covalent bond. Lewis Dot
Structures Purpose: The ability to draw Lewis Dot structures is an important aspect of learning about covalent
bonding and molecular geometry. In this worksheet, students will learn to write Lewis dot structures for
individual atoms, simple compounds, polyatomic ions, and resonance structures. Covalent bonds, valence
electrons, Lewis dot structures, polyatomic ions, resonance structures. Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion,
or VSEPR Theory, is a way to determine what geometric shape a covalent compound will make based on the
number of bonds and unpaired electrons surrounding the central atom of the compound. This is a chart that I
have students fill out as they use a chemistry model kit to build various covalent compounds. VSEPR,
molecular geometry, linear, trigonal planar, bent, tetrahedral, trigonal pyramidal, Lewis dot structures.
Molecular Geometry View Worksheet Purpose: They are first given a table of the different geometric shapes
and asked to fill in the number of unshared electron pairs and chemical bonds. They then use that information
to practice writing geometrically correct structures on their own. Once the instruction for the unit is
completed, students can complete this study guide to aid in their preparation for a written test. The study guide
is divided into two sections: The vocabulary words can be found scattered throughout the different
instructional worksheets from this unit.
4: Ionic and Covalent Bonding - SAS
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Ionic bonds result from the transfer of electrons from one atom to another; Covalent bonds result from two atoms
sharing electrons. 2) Describe the relationship between the length of a bond and the strength of that bond.

5: Ionic and Covalent Bonding - Worksheets and Lessons | www.enganchecubano.com
Ionic And Covalent Bonds. Showing top 8 worksheets in the category - Ionic And Covalent Bonds. Some of the
worksheets displayed are Ionic bonding work 1, Covalent bonding work, Covalent compound naming work, Bonding
basics, Chapter 7 practice work covalent bonds and molecular, Work 13, Key chemical bonding work.

6: Chemical Bonding Identification Practice Quiz
Covalent bonds' use to make predictions on how molecules will look Maximum number of bonds a silicon atom can form
if it has four valence electrons What can be done with a carbon atom of four.

7: Ninth grade Lesson Metallic and Covalent Bonds- Formation and Naming
2 Unit 4 (Covalent Compounds) 1. Write the electron dot structure (Lewis Dot Structure) for covalent compounds or ions.
2. Use electronegativity to determine the polarity of a bond or molecule.

8: Covalent Bonding Worksheet Answers - www.enganchecubano.com
Image Title: Ionic Bonding And Covalent Bonding Chemical Bonding Worksheet - Kidz - ionic bonding worksheet 1
answer key in Kindergarten Worksheets category Filename: Kindergarten Worksheets Ionic Bonding And Covalent
Bonding Chemical Bonding Worksheet Kidz ionic bonding worksheet 1 answer key.

9: Ninth grade Lesson Bonds: The Basis For Biology | BetterLesson
Chapters 6 and 7 Worksheet Spring page 3 of 5 9) Which of the compounds or ions in problem 7 are exceptions to the
octet rule? 10) Fill in the table below to determine the molecular geometry for the following molecules.
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